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Abstract

Managing (or at least slowing) the decline of private defined benefit (DB) pensions has been a top priority for US policymakers. Any market-related developments or regulatory changes that alter the provision or sustainability of private DB pensions in other countries are thus relevant to policy and worth understanding. One such development taking place in the United Kingdom, pension fund buyouts, has enjoyed measured success.

A DB pension bulk buyout refers to a transaction in which a pension plan sponsor pays another company a fee to take over the assets and liabilities of the pension plan. Clearly such transactions are relevant to the provision and long-term sustainability of this institution. So, while the increasing popularity of these transactions is restricted to the UK, the market has garnered the attention of US financial services firms, plan sponsors and policymakers. This paper thus analyzes the growing market for DB pension buyouts in the UK and considers its implications for the US. It contributes to our understanding of the future prospects for employer-sponsored defined benefit pensions, and how they will contribute to retirement income over time.

Using various qualitative methodologies, this paper traces the evolution of the buyout from a transaction for insolvent plan sponsors to a transaction for solvent plan sponsors with funded pensions. While certain types of solvent buyouts have fallen out of favor, such as non-insured buyouts, the paper concludes that buyouts of the insured variety have a bright future. The increasingly burdensome nature of the DB pension plan will sustain this market over the long-term.
Introduction

Over the past half century, employer-sponsored defined benefit (DB) pensions have been crucial sources of retirement income and security (see Sass, 2006). However, the popularity of DB pensions in the private sector is now on the decline (Clark and Monk, 2007). Only 30,000 US companies sponsored a DB plan in 2007, which is a drop from over 114,000 in 1985 (GAO, 2009). Moreover, pension experts anticipate that plan freezes and terminations will accelerate in the future, as plan sponsors struggle to manage the increasing costs and risks (GAO, 2008). The possibility that DB plans will be eliminated from the private sector altogether exists and is growing (see Munnell, et al, 2006). This would be unfortunate, as the loss of this economic and social institution 100 years in the making would have considerable implications for the retirement security of millions of Americans. Consequently, slowing (or at least managing) the decline of private DB pensions has been a top priority for US policymakers. Any market-based or regulatory developments that have the potential to change the provision or sustainability of private DB pensions are thus of policy relevance and worth investigating.

One such development taking place in the United Kingdom has garnered the attention of US policymakers: the rise of pension fund buyouts. A pension buyout refers to a transaction in which a DB pension plan sponsor pays another company a fee to take over the assets and liabilities of the pension plan.1 Clearly, such transactions are relevant to the provision and long-term sustainability of this institution. So while the rise in pension fund buyouts has been overwhelmingly a UK phenomenon, these transactions have caught the interest of US financial services firms, plan sponsors, and policymakers. In particular, the financial services firms have shown piqued interest in importing UK style buyouts to the US.

Though US buyout activity was preemptively stymied by an IRS Revenue Ruling (2008-45) that outlawed a specific type of bulk buyout, the US policy community remains interested in buyouts for two reasons. First, in connection with the Revenue Ruling, the Treasury, Labor and Commerce Departments, in conjunction with the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, issued a “Framework for Possible Legislative Change” that, if implemented, would pave the way for non-insured

---

1 Bulk buyouts can go by various names. They are also referred to as bulk annuities, pension closeouts, group annuity contracts, pension transfers, corporate scheme adoptions, termination annuities and many other names depending on the jurisdiction and the specific nature of the buyout transaction.
buyouts. So, the issue remains active. In fact, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) launched a research project on pension buyouts since the Revenue Ruling, which focused on a hypothetical non-insured buyout market in the US. In addition, this paper, which is the primary deliverable of a project funded by the Social Security Administration, focuses on lessons from the UK buyout market.

Indeed, the second reason US policymakers remain interested in pension buyouts stems from their sudden rise in popularity in the United Kingdom. From the mid-1980s to 2004, the UK market turned over around £1-2 billion per year. This was a very small market, as total UK DB pension liabilities are roughly £1 trillion. In 2008, however, transactional volume surged to £8 billion. In addition, demand for buyouts among UK DB sponsors increased dramatically: according to a PricewaterhouseCoopers survey, 35% of the closed DB pension plans (which represents two thirds of all UK plans) were considering a buyout of some kind in 2007 (see Timmins, 2007). To be sure, the surge in buyouts was a function of changing market variables, such as the spike in corporate bond yields used to price liabilities that allowed for cheaper transactions. But these factors cannot fully explain the meteoric rise in transactional volume. The question then is what drove this new buyout activity.

The brief answer is that UK pension buyouts underwent a two-part transformation that allowed them to evolve into a viable, and even popular, option for plan sponsors. First, the idea that buyouts were only for insolvent firms fell by the wayside. Neither the buyout providers nor the buyout purchasers today think of these transactions as restricted to insolvent firms. Because buyouts discharge plan sponsors from their pension responsibilities, they have become a way to offload a costly and risky obligation for solvent and healthy sponsors that are still committed to fulfilling their past commitments. Second, the buyout transaction has itself been the subject of experimentation and innovation. New buyout providers who entered the market in 2006 expended considerable effort to tailor their products to the specific needs of the plan sponsors. This included a series of new buyout options, ranging from the traditional fully insured buyouts that removed the entire pension plan, to partial-buysouts and ‘buy-ins’ of specific tranches of beneficiaries, and even non-insured buyouts by financial institutions not under the jurisdiction of insurance regulators.

---

2 This statistic was provided during an interview by one of the oldest bulk buyout providers in the UK.
These “non-insured buyouts” actually accounted for £4.5 billion worth of volume in 2007.

The objective of this paper is to analyze more thoroughly these two transformations. While the focus is on the rise of solvent buyouts generally, the paper examines both insured and non-insured buyouts. The UK market in insured buyouts is clearly of continuing relevance for the US, given its ongoing development and popularity. Moreover, the US has a modestly active insured bulk annuity market (known as closeouts or termination annuities), so the UK experience in insured buyouts may have implications for the American bulk annuity market.

The relevance of the UK non-insured market is less obvious but still important for several reasons. First, the nominal value of non-insured actually topped insured buyouts in 2007. So the sheer size of the non-insured market in 2007 attracts attention. Second, while no non-insured transactions took place in 2008 (due to controversy associated with the 2007 transactions), the UK market remains perfectly legal and theoretically intact. These non-insured transactions may resurface in the future; to ignore them or claim they are ‘dead’ would be erroneous. Third, non-insured buyouts were an important step in the chronology of solvent buyouts: their brief existence was based on limitations within the insured buyout market. Therefore understanding non-insured buyouts is essential to understanding the emergence of solvent buyouts. Finally, US policymakers were particularly interested in the non-insured buyouts, since several US financial companies had been preparing to enter this market in 2008 before the Revenue Ruling took effect.

In sum, this paper achieves a deeper appreciation for solvent buyouts by comparing and contrasting the supply and demand factors underpinning both insured and non-insured buyouts. This paper thus adds to our understanding of buyouts generally and their relationship with the provision of DB pensions in the private sector more specifically. This research complements and advances the existing (albeit scarce) academic research on pension fund buyouts in the UK (see Kirkpatrick, 2007; and Blake et al., 2008 and the recent special issue in Pensions: an International Journal). More specifically, it builds on and indeed complements the US Government Accountability Office’s (2009) recent paper on the potential ‘risks and benefits’ of a (hypothetical) non-insured buyout market in the US. As such, this paper provides insight on these transactions as a mechanism to manage DB pensions in the private sector.
To achieve its objectives, this research adopts a multi-method approach grounded in qualitative, interview-based techniques and case studies (See Appendix for a more in depth description of methods, including the benefits and drawbacks of such an approach). Specifically, close-dialogue, which refers to interviews on a confidential basis with no-citation rights directed by a pre-determined set of questions, is used to construct a coherent narrative for the market’s development as well as certain relevant corporate and transactional case studies (Clark, 1998). Rigor requires elite-level access, as only the testimony of key stakeholders and decision-makers will afford confidence in the discussion and empirical findings. Accordingly, the observations that underpin this paper’s analysis were collected and cross checked during interviews with 37 individuals across 27 organizations in New York, Washington, D.C. and the greater London area. While academic practice necessitates anonymizing interviewees, these individuals are buyout providers, industry lobbyists, policymakers, regulators, consultants, actuaries, lawyers and pension executives (See Appendix for details on sampling frame). Importantly, six of the top seven UK buyout firms (based on 2008 transactional volumes) are represented, including the dominant purveyor of non-insured buyouts. The 19 individuals interviewed in the UK represent the demand for, supply of, regulation over and advice on the pension buyout market. In addition, the author interviewed 18 policymakers and DB stakeholders in Washington DC and New York to document their views on the UK buyout market. The findings in this paper are a synthesis of the input and remarks of American and British interviewees (See Appendix for details on coding and analysis of the qualitative data).

The plan for the paper is as follows. Section I provides some additional background on the UK buyout market. Section II then explains the factors driving firms to seek a buyout. Section III then offers a detailed explanation for the changing nature of the supply of buyouts. Section IV then considers the outlook for both non-insured and insured buyouts in the UK. This is followed by a discussion of the implications for the US from the UK experience in Section V. Section VI concludes.
I. UK Buyout Basics

Prior to 2004, companies settled pension obligations in the UK in two ways. If solvent, the firm paid the benefits out as planned over the long term until the contracts “expired” upon the beneficiaries’ deaths. The firm could also shed the pension plan by buying a bulk annuity from a regulated insurance company, which then assumed responsibility for paying all future pension obligations. A bulk annuity is, in effect, an insurance contract covering many lives instead of a single annuity covering one life. A bulk annuity can result in the dissolution of the pension fund trust, and the severance of the relationship between plan members and the sponsoring employer. This transaction is known in the UK as a bulk buyout.5

Originally, companies facing insolvency sought bulk buyouts at the behest of either a regulator or a court. A disappearing plan sponsor would use the buyout as a mechanism to ensure as much payment of the pension benefits as possible with the assets available in the plan. Given the steady trickle of plan sponsors entering bankruptcy, the market for ‘insolvent buyouts’ turned over roughly £1-2 billion pounds per year for the better part of two decades.

In 2004, however, the Pensions Act established the Pension Protection Fund (PPF). Based on the U.S. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, the UK government designed the PPF to protect pension benefits in situations where the sponsor failed and did not have enough money in the pension scheme to fund 100 percent of benefits.6 Since insolvent firms typically have underfunded pensions, the expectation was that the PPF would eliminate much of the private, insurance-based bulk buyout market. Remarkably, the Pensions Act and the PPF actually caused an expansion in the options for settling pension liabilities for both solvent and insolvent plan sponsors.

Indeed, two new ways in which plan sponsors settle pension obligations now exist. First, the newly established PPF assumes the assets and liabilities of an underfunded pension plan involved in a corporate insolvency.7 The second and more interesting development is the increasing use of buyouts by solvent companies with

---

5 As Craig (2008, 7) explains, “The term pension buyout usually refers to an insured buyout, where a trust-based occupational DB pension scheme transfers the responsibility for its pension obligations from the trust set up to administer the scheme assets to a regulated insurance company, in return for a premium payment. Following this, pensions are paid by the insurance company, rather than the trust.”

6 Nonetheless, as with the PBGC, the PPF does not pay 100% of benefits.

7 Plans of insolvent sponsors funded above 100% are still shopped-around to insurance companies for an insured buyout.
healthy pension plans.\(^8\) Previously reserved for insolvent companies, buyouts now offer solvent firms the chance to offload what they perceive to be a burdensome obligation.\(^9\) As one provider said, “What applies to the distressed pension schemes and firms actually applies better to healthy plans and firms.” The buyout market has thus expanded to include solvent buyouts by healthy plan sponsors. The source of market demand has therefore grown significantly, from a handful of insolvent companies with DB pensions to potentially all UK plan sponsors looking to de-risk and offload all or even just a portion of their liability to an insurance company. Rather than the buyout market disappearing after the establishment of the PPF in 2004, a buyout boom was about to take off.\(^10\) These ‘solvent buyouts’ underpin the resurgence in the buyout market and are thus the focus of this paper.

Within the domain of solvent buyouts, two broad categories exist in the UK: insured and non-insured. Insured buyouts work by passing all or a portion of the assets and liabilities on to an insurance company. These transactions are fairly straightforward and relatively safe: the regulations protecting pensions migrate from the Pension Regulator (tPR) to the Financial Services Authority (FSA), which provides beneficiaries with several sources of added security (see Lane, Clark and Peacock, 2009, 27). First, the FSA has strict reserve and capital solvency requirements. Second, should circumstances demand it, statutory protocols transfer pension annuity business from teetering insurance companies to healthy insurance companies so as to ensure beneficiary security. Third, if the insurance company does fail, the annuitants rank above shareholders, unsecured bondholders and creditors. Also, the Financial Services Compensation Scheme covers 100 percent of the first £2,000 and 90 percent of the remainder of an individual’s claim on a failed insurance company.

From the perspective of current employees and pensioners then, insured buyouts are not very risky. Indeed, if done correctly, with all the appropriate due diligence and vetting, the insured buyout should have no detrimental effect on any stakeholders. As such, these transactions have been given a tacit endorsement by the UK government. For example, then U.K Minister for Pension Reform Mike O’Brien

\(^8\) To be sure, pension funds have held annuity contracts in their pension plans for some time. However, using annuities for a complete buyout was a new phenomenon. Moreover, the widespread promotion of this strategy by insurance companies and pension consultants was also new.

\(^9\) In many ways, the buyout decision is very similar to an investment decision. It is a decision about how best to apply the pension assets to ensure that liabilities are paid (Arter, 2008).

\(^10\) There was considerable scope for growth, as the UK has roughly £1 trillion in pension assets.
said, “A clear consensus has emerged. Insured buyouts are often very sensible and effective mechanisms for securing the pensions promise. An insured buyout can give members comfort that their benefits are backed by the safeguards provided by regulation, while providing employers with the certainty that they have met their commitments in full” (cited in Lane, Clark & Peacock, 2008, 6).

However, certain demand- and supply-side limitations of insured buyouts led to the innovation of non-insured buyouts. In 2007, a series of large non-insured buyouts were completed in the UK. Due to their size, these new transactions received quite a lot of interest (especially from the media). In fact, the nominal value of non-insured transactions actually surpassed the level for insured buyouts that year, albeit through a few large transactions. The size of the non-insured transactions that took place engendered speculation about the market’s potential impact and importance for the DB landscape in the UK (and potentially in the US). Indeed, some fundamental differences between the two types of buyouts, namely flexibility and speed, suggested to some that non-insured buyouts were potentially groundbreaking.

A non-insured buyout is a transfer of a pension plan from the original sponsor to a new sponsor (i.e. a financial institution) for fee. These transactions were done outside of the FSA regulated insurance market, which made them riskier for beneficiaries than insured buyouts. The lack of insurance however allowed for greater flexibility, since these transactions took advantage of existing pension legislation governing mergers and acquisitions in which acquired companies routinely transfer pension funds to an acquiring company without dissolving the pension trust. In these acquisitions, the pension fund remained under the purview of tPR. This afforded the buyout provider more room with the assumptions that underpin pricing, as tPR has less stringent requirements for funding liabilities. In addition, when transactions needed to be done quickly, non-insured buyouts had clear advantages over insured buyouts.

Nonetheless, non-insured buyouts were quite controversial. As Arter (2008, 28) notes, “…the primary risk associated with any buyout is the prospect of the buyout firm becoming insolvent and being unable to pay members’ benefits in full.” Since non-insured buyouts did not fall under the domain of the FSA, there was the
perception that the risk of default was greater. In the end, the risks associated with non-insured buyouts proved too great for the traditionally conservative UK pension fund trustees, who, in turn attracted the attention of tPR to the transactions. This attention by tPR then drove plan sponsors back towards insured buyouts.

II. The Demand for Solvent Buyouts in the United Kingdom

To better understand the rise of solvent buyouts, both insured and non-insured, we must begin by investigating the origins of demand. This section tackles the demand side of the market; Section III then follows with a discussion of how supply rose to match this demand.

The decision to do a solvent buyout comes from within the sponsoring firm’s management. The scheme’s trustees must agree to the buyout, but they are rarely the instigators of the decision. So in order to understand the demand for solvent buyouts, we must first understand the complex relationship between plan sponsors and their pension plans. Specifically, we need an explanation for why plan sponsors are freezing, closing and ultimately offloading their DB obligations (in whole or in part) through solvent buyouts.

The motivation to offload the pension liability is derived from the complicated, uncertain and expensive nature of running a DB pension. In a simplified world, DB plan sponsors would periodically contribute money to a pension trust to ensure that sufficient assets were available in the future to cover all pension promises. These contributions would be dictated by actuaries and take into consideration all of the factors that could impact the future pension obligation. In the real world, however, this process is anything but simple. Numerous exogenous and endogenous forces routinely alter the current or anticipated value of pension assets or liabilities, resulting in unanticipated additional costs (see Box 1 for more details about these factors in the UK). The result is an unwieldy obligation that is difficult for plan sponsors to manage.

Moreover, DB pension plans are increasingly difficult to reconcile with the competitive demands placed on the modern firm. As one of the UK regulators interviewed said, “Today in the United Kingdom, finance directors are being kept awake by their pension scheme and not by their business. This is a problem.”

\[\text{11 In reality, the risk of insured or non-insured buyouts can only really be determined on a case-by-case basis.}\]
separate individual at a UK regulator noted, “There are a whole series of things that have jacked up the cost of providing a pension. So the sponsoring employer has this enormous liability that it didn’t even know it had.” The consensus is that the DB pension obligation is now simply too onerous for UK plan sponsors (see also Monk, 2008 and Jones, et al., 2008). Indeed, British interviewees repeatedly raised the issue of the competitive drag created by DB pensions.

More importantly for this discussion is that solvent buyouts are explicitly linked to the growing DB burden. The solvent buyout market, according to several interviewees, allows companies to get out from underneath their DB liabilities through a one time charge and get on with the core operations of their business. According to one buyout provider, “We give firms the wherewithal to deal with their own business by providing them with a way to honor their pension commitments while eliminating the ongoing liability and risks.”12 As Blake et al. (2008, 10) note, “The company escapes volatility to its profit and loss account, levies to the Pension Protection Fund, and asset management fees on pension assets.” Though expensive (an issue addressed later), interviewees noted the only way for the sponsor to avoid all future risks and costs of a DB plan is to do a buyout.13

However, companies have been dealing with burdensome DB pensions for the better part of two decades. The ‘straw that broke the camel’s back’ and kicked off the growth in demand for buyouts by solvent firms was really the new accounting rules and regulations (see Box 1 in the appendix for further details). In reaction, many solvent firms decided that a buyout would be easier and less costly than compliance with the rules and regulations.

This explains why solvent firms with healthy pensions want to do buyouts. What is not clear is how firms choose the insured versus non-insured route. Given that non-insured buyouts are potentially more risky for beneficiaries, there has to be a tradeoff that makes them a compelling alternative to insured buyouts.

The most obvious reason that comes to mind is price. Indeed, a common refrain (in particular among US interviewees in favor of the UK non-insured buyout market moving across the Atlantic) was that insured buyouts are too expensive.

---

12 It was also noted in interviews that for managers who join a firm after the plan has been closed (and thus do not participate in the plan), there is added incentive to offload the obligation.

13 It was thus suggested in several interviews that firms might actually benefit from taking out a bank loan to finance the buyout, since it would result in the replacement of a difficult to quantify liability with an easily quantifiable liability.
Because insurance companies are regulated by the FSA (instead of tPR) and are subject to higher reserving and solvency requirements, the cost of paying pension benefits through an insurance company is indeed higher than for a pension plan. In simple terms, if an insurer wants to take on annuities worth £100 billion, they would need to back these annuities with assets worth around £108 billion (Jones, et al., 2008). This is significantly more stringent than the funding requirements placed on a pension plan through pension regulation. As such, only a small fraction of pension plans can afford the cost of an insured buyout. By remaining under the domain of tPR, non-insured buyout prices could be much lower. This would then ostensibly make solvent buyouts available to more firms. As one non-insured buyout provider explained: “There needs to be a solution for every pension scheme.” As such, the non-insured buyout was originally conceptualized as a cheaper alternative to an insured buyout.

However, while insured buyouts are expensive, it is not clear that they are prohibitively more expensive than the non-insured alternative. In fact, it is unlikely that price differences are what drove the 2007 surge in UK non-insured buyouts. The reasons for this are twofold. First, the price for insured buyouts dropped dramatically starting at the end of 2006 (for reasons discussed below), so linking price to the rise of non-insured transactions is difficult. Second, according to several pension consultants, the price for non-insured deals should not be hugely different from the insured deals. Based on the experience of interviewees, the difference in price between non-insured and insured buyouts should be around 200 to 500 basis points. This, they noted, represents the regulatory arbitrage. If a company is quoted a price much better than 500 basis points, something overly risky (or even shady) was likely going on. Also, according to interviewees, non-insured buyouts work best for a highly idiosyncratic and rare combination of a well-funded plan and a weak plan sponsor. So, while price could clearly be relevant, the types of plans that are candidates are not likely to be as constrained by price as they are by other factors. In sum, while it is true that many funds cannot afford the high price of an insured buyout, non-insured buyouts are not necessarily tools to make buyouts available to “every pension scheme.”

But if price was not the basis for the upswing in non-insured buyout demand in the UK, what was? Based on interview evidence, speed appears to have been the primary demand-side driver for non-insured buyouts in the UK. The path to do a fully insured buyout is a long one (see Box 2 in the appendix for details). It can take years
to fulfill all of the requirements to receive statutory approval from the UK government to transfer all of the assets and liabilities and dissolve the trust.\footnote{While some interviewees thought that 6-9 months was reasonable, other interviewees noted that they had cases take as long as 3 years.} By circumventing the need for statutory approval, however, non-insured buyouts were a compelling alternative for firms that could not wait as long. In a non-insured buyout, the trust is maintained; the pension is simply transferred from one plan sponsor to another. If the data are poor (which Box 2 illustrates can be quite common), the new plan sponsor can simply charge a higher premium to take on the data risk along with the pension plan. In fact, for firms prioritizing speed, such as those looking to offload a DB pension plan quickly prior to a merger, non-insured buyouts may even be more expensive.

III. The Changing Supply of Solvent Buyouts in the United Kingdom

The supply side of the buyout market experienced as much upheaval in the last decade as the demand side. Predictably, the surge in demand caused the entry of more buyout providers into the market, which led to increased competition, lower prices, and later innovation in the form of non-insured buyouts.

Supply of buyouts in the early 2000s was low, in line with low demand. There were only two buyout providers: Legal & General and Prudential. These firms were in a favorable position, as they had a duopoly over a reasonably sized market (hence the high buyout prices). But the demand was shifting from insolvent to solvent buyouts thanks to the additional burdens created by new accounting rules and the 2004 Pensions Act, and this shift did not go unnoticed by potential competitors throughout the UK insurance industry and indeed the entire financial community. With roughly £1 trillion in UK DB pension funds, a market in which all DB pension plan sponsors were potential clients was much more enticing than a market based on the handful of insolvent firms forced into buyouts (as was the case pre-2004). A commensurate rush to tap this new demand for solvent buyouts ensued, and new entrants lined up.

The first entrant occurred when a mono-line insurance company, Paternoster, was approved to write pension buyout business exclusively in 2006. With an initial capitalization of £500 million, Paternoster was the first real threat to the prevailing duopoly. Moreover, it encouraged a dramatic increase in the number of buyout...
providers writing this type of insurance business. Today, interviewees placed the number of firms actively interested in providing buyouts in the UK at between 12 and 15.15 (See Figure 1)

This injection of new competition has had a profound impact on the market for insured buyouts, primarily driving prices down. While insurers are highly regulated, capital requirements, based on models built by the insurer and approved by the FSA, are heterogeneous. In general, insurance companies are required to protect against 1 in 200 year events over a one-year time horizon: “However, this is not an exact science and it is to be expected that there will be a wide variety of answers for any given insurance entity” (Jones, et al., 2008, 13). Indeed, according to a UK government official familiar with buy-out models, pricing is “a bit of a black art.” All in all, buyout providers have plenty of scope for competition in pricing. This flexibility allowed for a highly competitive pricing environment in 2007 and 2008.

The competition was so intense that insurance companies began undercutting each other to prevent more entrants. According to one pension consultant, some of the insurance companies were writing deals with prices that were “stupidly low.” Another individual indicated that new players were “writing deals with internal rates of return in the single digits. For long-term insurance business, this is a terrible idea.” The pricing was, as another interviewee put it, “mental.” Why were these firms willing to write deals at these levels? On the one hand, the insurance companies were competing for market share, so they were looking to price competitors out of the market altogether.

On the other hand, there was some desperation and embarrassment among the new players because there had been a massive publicity scheme (one firm had even put their name on some London taxis), but very little was getting done in the way of transactions (vis-à-vis expectations). A number of new entrants actually wrote no new business in 2007. These firms felt pressured to get at least one deal done so as to have some credibility in the marketplace, even if these deals were underpinned by overly optimistic assumptions.

What was the affect of this competitive pricing? First of all, the effect on beneficiaries was nil, since price competition should not impact beneficiary security within the domain of insured buyouts. The FSA regulations protect beneficiaries

15 This number appears set to drop, as consolidation appears increasingly likely.
through capital and reserving requirements. Rather, the hyper-competitive nature of the insured buyout market in 2007 was cutting into the profits of insurance companies and using up their capital. This was a key impetus for the development of non-insured buyouts. The idea was that non-insured deals within a different regulatory environment could render solvent buyouts more profitable for the insurers.

Several non-insured deals were completed in 2007 (see Box 3 for four case studies of the non-insured buyouts). The Citigroup/Thomson deal is considered the prototypical non-insured buyout. However, it was a different insurer that set the tone and came to epitomize the non-insured buyout market in the UK: Pension Corporation, which is an umbrella organization encompassing Pension Insurance Corporation and Pension Corporation Investments (PCI). Originally, Pension Corporation was established to do insured buyouts exclusively. Yet Pension Corporation began experimenting with non-insured buyouts when competition eroded profits in the insured buyout market. Their model was simple: they looked to acquire relatively small businesses with large, well funded pension schemes. They partnered up with a private equity firm to dispose of the underlying operations of the business, leaving the management of the pension plan with PCI. Their goal was to improve the funding position of these plans, with a view to buying out the plans through a fully insured arrangement in the long-term, preferably through their sister firm Pension Insurance Corporation. PCI thus hoped to profit from both the premium it received to take over the pension plan and any remaining surplus in the pension scheme that was not needed to pay for the insured buyout in the future.\footnote{Note that the reversion tax in the UK is not as punitive as in the USA, making this a viable model.}

While PCI’s strategy made sense in theory, in practice non-insured buyouts proved trickier than expected. The UK trustee model makes non-insured business model difficult to implement because the trustees retain control over the pension fund and all related decision (see Thorn buyout in Box 3). Also, tPR balked at the potential risks of the non-insured deals. Indeed, the transaction Pension Corporation did with Telent ultimately put a stop to the non-insured market altogether (see Box 3 for more explanation as to why the Telent deal was so controversial).

Despite the fact that non-insured buyouts have fizzled out, the competition in the solvent buyout market remains strong. As a result, innovation continues apace. Indeed, new insured products are driving the market ahead despite the poor economic
conditions by offering a way around the limitations that originally led to the non-insured experiments. Indeed, partial buyouts and buy-ins are very popular today. Many individuals see them as an interim step to a complete and full buyout.\textsuperscript{17} So, as is illustrated below, the outlook for solvent buyouts of the insured variety remains good over the long-term.

IV. The Outlook for Solvent Buyouts in the United Kingdom

The years 2007 and 2008 represent the era of the solvent buyout. As described above, a series of new entrants drove the price down just as demand among plan sponsors was peaking. In addition, the prevailing economic conditions were favorable. First, the collapse in equities lagged the collapse in bonds. Second, the investment-grade corporate bond yields used to value buyouts spiked. Basically, the scene was set for a dramatic expansion in the market at this specific time. This observation has led some to question whether the surge in activity was the product of a confluence of rare phenomena, or the beginning of an increasingly large market in solvent buyouts. In short, what is the current outlook for solvent buyouts?

A) Non-Insured Buyouts

On the non-insured side, expectations are that it will be some time (if ever) before the types of transactions Pension Corporation did in 2007 are repeated. This pessimism is due mainly to three factors. First, the economic crisis, which illustrated the fallibility of the financial sector, changed perceptions about the trustworthiness of financial institutions. Indeed, the Lehman Brothers collapse spooked those considering non-insured buyouts.\textsuperscript{18} This pushed managers and trustees farther away from non-insured deals and towards fully insured transactions. Second, Pension Corporation’s business model was damaged by the fact that plan sponsors have little

\textsuperscript{17} One of our interviewees noted that ‘buy-ins’ are separate transactions from bu-outs and should not be viewed as a type of buyout. “The drivers for each solution can be different, with buy-in much more an investment solution whereas buy-out prompted by broader objectives (strategic, commercial, governance, administrative).” Nonetheless, many other UK consultancies do combine the two transactions. As such, for the purposes of this paper they are examined together recognizing their inherent differences.

\textsuperscript{18} Lehman Brothers was actually a small player in the buyout market, actively looking for deals before they went bankrupt.
control over UK pension plans. Trustees ultimately make the decisions, and their conservative nature suggests they will choose insured over non-insured every time. Finally, tPR’s reaction to the Telent buyout irreparably damaged the market. By “parachuting” three independent trustees onto the board, tPR signaled to the marketplace that it did not condone these types of buyouts (see Box 3 for more details on the Telent case).

In general, tPR asks three questions when looking at transactions. First, is the covenant being severed between the employer and the pension plan? If it is, tPR needs to ensure that the members are looked after. Second, is the trustee relationship being changed in any way? If yes, tPR needs to evaluate whether this change will negatively affect member welfare. For example, if new trustees are being named, tPR verifies that no conflicts of interest exist. Finally, what is the jurisdiction of the transaction? Is it a fully insured transaction and thus an FSA regulated deal or is it a transfer falling under tPR regulations? Transactions that remain within the domain of tPR are obviously of greater interest than insured FSA transactions. As an aside, the non-insured buyouts flagged tPR’s attention on all three counts.19

In sum, non-insured pension buyouts are now viewed with suspicion by nearly all stakeholder groups in the UK today. Even the pension buyout providers themselves acknowledge that non-insured buyouts are not viable in the short- to medium-term. According to one buyout provider, “Insurance is the answer; not trying to do some dodgy deal.” Another buyout provider said, “This is a failed business model.”20

Although this market is currently in disrepute, non-insured buyouts are still possible: tPR’s actions in 2007 discouraged non-insured buyouts, but they did not render them illegal. As such, a few buyout providers suggested that the non-insured market still offered some opportunities in the long-term.21 However, these individuals acknowledged that any transaction would require bringing together each and every stakeholder, including the various regulators and trustees, for an agreement on what is

19 It did not help matters that some within tPR viewed the firms trying to do non-insured buyouts as gaming the PPF and ultimately the pension membership.
20 There was also a perception among the interviewees that those firms pushing the non-insured buyouts were too aggressive. This, they suggested, is what ultimately led to tPR getting involved. In fact, one buyout provider said, “Had the people promoting these deals done a better job, it would’ve gotten more traction.”
21 In fact, according to Lane, Clark and Peacock (2009), Bridge Pointe announced in May 2009 that it would offer a non-UK insurance stepping stone that some see as another attempt at making non-insured buyouts work.
best for the pension fund right from the start. In addition, some interviewees suggested that non-insured buyouts may themselves evolve into hybrid transactions that incorporate aspects of both insured and non-insured transactions (see Box 4 in the appendix for two examples of hybrid buyouts).

**B) Insured buyouts**

UK interviewees generally viewed the long-term prospects for insured buyouts as favorable. Specifically, the various new types of insured buyouts are now driving this market. For example, buy-ins appear to be the most popular type of buyout right now. Nonetheless, three key constraints will limit this market’s growth in the short- to medium-term:

i) **Underfunding.** If a pension plan is underfunded, the plan sponsor has to pay out a much larger cash contribution to do the buyout. Since the recent crisis has sent many plans into a severe state of underfunding and plan sponsors can ill afford a large one time charge for a buyout at this time, this is a major constraint. So while plan sponsors may still be interested in doing a buyout, many simply cannot afford to.

ii) **Capacity.** Because insurers used so much of their available capital in 2007 and 2008, capacity constraints are limiting the ability of these firms to do all of today’s potential transactions. According to one buyout provider, “There is not enough capital to fill demand for the insured solutions; pipelines are huge at the moment.” Indeed, one of the largest buyout providers said they were turning down up to 90% of their requests for quotes. They simply do not have the capital to do all the deals that are available. In fact, the FSA has temporarily removed Paternoster’s license to write new bulk annuity business due to a shortage of capital.22

iii) **Volatility.** The conditions in the financial sector are such that pricing deals has become very difficult; insurers are reacting by falling back on conservatism. As a result, one of the best-known buyout providers has been advising pension fund trustees to wait-out the tumultuous market before doing a buyout. Concordantly, pension plans have adopted a “wait and see” attitude on buyouts due to the deterioration in the global economy (Lane, Clark and Peacock, 2009).

---

22 Significantly, the introduction of UK government longevity bonds could be a way of overcoming the insufficient capital in the insurance industry since this would allow some of the risk to be passed on to capital markets (see Blake, et al., 2009).
In short, 2009 will see a drop-off in insured buyout activity vis-à-vis 2008.\textsuperscript{23} (See Figure 2) However, while conditions may have deteriorated, plan sponsors are still interested in buyouts; the recent financial crisis may have actually increased corporate interest. With huge drops in asset values, the market volatility offers yet another illustration of how vulnerable plan sponsors are to exogenous shocks. Corporate finance directors are now facing the prospect that their pension plans are becoming a bigger determinant of value than the actual operations of the firm. As a result, a growing number of firms have begun the steps necessary to do a buyout. In fact, several UK pension consultants noted that most of their clients were at least preparing their data to be able to do a buyout if the opportunity presents itself. Moreover, recent evidence suggests pension freezes and closures, which are preconditions for solvent buyouts, are accelerating in the UK.\textsuperscript{24} Additionally, Lane, Clark and Peacock recently noted (2009, 14) that the buyout market is a “maturing and more orderly market than the initial rush in the summer and autumn of 2008.” In sum, solvent buyouts of the insured variety will remain important in the UK; plan sponsors’ demand appears to be too strong to think otherwise.

V. Implications for the United States

The UK DB pension system is different from the US DB system. For example, the power of the Pensions Regulator, the power of UK trustees and even the varying reversion tax rates are all important differences. Moreover, there are differences between the UK insurance industry and the US insurance industry, such as the weaker insurance guarantees in the US. Finally, there are clear cultural differences between the two countries, such as the rules-driven approach in the UK and the legalistic approach in the US. As such, drawing implications for the US from the UK experience is difficult.

However, US policymaker can draw some lessons from the UK. Specifically, both countries are trying to manage the decline of the DB institution in the private sector. In fact, many of the factors that drove DB’s decline in the UK are also mirrored in the US (see Clark and Monk, 2007; and Munnell and Soto, 2007). For

---

\textsuperscript{23} Indeed, a recent report by Pension Capital Strategies shows that 2009 Q1 was well off 2008 pace, even if £1 billion worth of buyouts were still transacted (Pension Capital Strategies, 2009).

\textsuperscript{24} See: http://globalpensions.com/showPage.html?page=gp_display_news&tempPageId=858526
example, the “provisions of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), which established more stringent plan funding requirements, and recent Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) standards, which require additional financial reporting for DB plan sponsors, place more requirements on DB plan sponsors and could possibly lead to more freezes and terminations in upcoming years” (GAO, 2009, 1). Given that the top 100 U.S. corporate pension plans saw their funded status drop by nearly 30 percentage points in 2008, 25 it is not surprising that one US pension lawyer noted in an interview, “Pension liabilities are too burdensome…they are eating my clients alive.” So, just as in the UK, expectations in the US are that plan freezes and terminations will continue and indeed potentially accelerate (see also GAO, 2009).

Considering that DB pensions appear to be similar burdens for plan sponsors in both the UK and US, there has been speculation as to whether a US buyout market would follow the UK’s upward trajectory. On the insured side of the market, the US and UK already have relatively similar experiences. A modestly active American insured bulk annuity market (known as closeouts or termination annuities) already exists, which looks very similar to the UK market before 2004. While the US market remains small, many of the UK buyout providers suggested that, over the long-term, the US insured buyout market would increase in volume. Indeed, given that the US Pension Protection Act was passed two years after the UK Pensions Act, some suggested that the insured buyout market’s popularity in the US would be similarly delayed (abiet pushed back further by the recent financial crisis), but that its time would eventually come. 26

On the non-insured side of the market, there was a similar level of skepticism in the UK and US about the utility of such transactions. There was, however, a difference of opinion on how best to deal with non-insured buyouts. In the US, this took the form of a ruling that outlawed non-insured buyouts. In August 2008, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service published Revenue Ruling 2008-45, which indicated that non-insured buyouts violated the IRS’s exclusive benefit rule. Thus the debate over non-insured buyouts in the US was over before a single transaction had even taken place. 26

26 However, the least risk obligation in the US creates a massive risk for US sponsors doing buyouts with insurance vehicles, which suggests to some interviewees that insured buyouts may not take off in this jurisdiction without first changing the regulation.
The UK experience suggests that this was a reasonable approach. While the UK did not go so far as to make non-insured buyouts illegal, these transactions have for the most part been discredited. Moreover, UK non-insured buyouts were the product of specific circumstances driven by idiosyncratic plan and sponsor characteristics. According to a UK regulator, the type of transaction that would improve the status of all stakeholders was extremely rare (see Citigroup/Thomson buyout in Box 3). This also confirms the GAO’s (2009, 26) recent conclusion (about a hypothetical non-insured buyout market in the US) that “…the potential advantages appear to be limited to a very narrow set of scenarios…” In sum, US policy on non-insured buyouts appears sound and is generally in line with the views of UK policymakers.

However, the decision to leave non-insured buyouts legal in the UK (though under the watchful eye of a reinforced regulator) and make them illegal in the US points towards a fundamental difference of opinion worth highlighting. In the UK, experts perceive solvent buyouts as a necessary tool for unwinding the DB pension institution from the private sector. Policymakers recognize that all types of buyouts should remain possible, even if they discourage non-insured buyouts at present. One of the UK government interviewees said, “As a society, we’ve moved on from defined benefit pensions…albeit recognizing that defined contribution pensions are incapable of providing similar benefits. Buyouts are part of the process of moving on.” One UK regulator even said about the insured market, “If every scheme that could have done a buyout a few years ago did, we’d have less to worry about.”

In contrast, US policymakers view buyouts not as the symptom of an increasingly burdensome institution, but rather as a threat to the DB institution itself. Without providing attribution, the following quotations about pension buyouts are indicative of the opinion among Washington policymakers:

• “We fight like hell to preserve every DB plan we can...is having this as an option going to push more plans to freeze?”
• “Do we want to encourage an exodus of the best funded pension funds?”
• “I’m not sure we want to give employers an easy out. How does that preserve the DB system?”
• “Instead of allowing companies to dump their pension liabilities, we need to start asking questions about our accounting and regulations governing pension plan sponsors.”

• “…We don’t want to do anything that is going to make it easier for plan sponsors to dump their DB pensions.”

In short, buyouts are seen in the UK as the last (or penultimate) chapter in the history of private DB pensions. As Clark (2006) says, private DB plans are facing “extinction” in the UK. The buyout is a function of this pre-existing process. In the US, policymakers understand that buyouts correspond with the decline of DB pensions. However, rather than seeing them as a symptom of a declining institution, they view buyouts as part of the problem. As the GAO (2009, 19) also noted, “Opponents to buyouts contend that…a frozen plan that remains within the firm has at least a chance of being ‘thawed,’ especially within a collective bargaining agreement” (GAO, 2009, 19).

VI. Conclusion

In the UK, pension buyouts were originally for sponsors facing insolvency; the buyout was a mechanism to lock in payment of as much of the pension as possible before the firm simply disappeared. However, in 2004 the UK buyout market incurred a significant regulatory change: the 2004 Pensions Act. The newly established PPF took over from insurance companies the task of assuming pensions’ assets and obligations when a sponsor failed without enough money to fund 100% of the liability. Since the majority of buyouts had been for plans funded in the 80-90% range, the PPF could have marked the end of the private buyout market altogether. However, the UK buyout market, rather than shrinking or even disappearing, surged. Compared to the £1-2 billion in annual transactional volume that marked the pre-Pensions Act era, the UK market was £8 billion in 2008. The objective of this paper was to explain this phenomenon, evaluate the future prospects for solvent buyouts, and draw implications (if any) for US DB pension policy.

First, this paper showed that solvent firms, driven by the added burdens created by the 2004 Pensions Act and new accounting rules in 2005, became

---

27 Significantly, this is a phenomenon taking place globally (Munnell et al., 2008; Monk, 2009 and Dixon and Monk, 2009).
increasingly interested in offloading their liability. Seeing this as a potential gold rush, new mono-line insurance companies designed exclusively for buyouts flooded the market with supply. Consequently, the price of buyouts came down dramatically, making plan sponsors all the more interested in getting rid of the liability.

Second, the paper analyzed the two sides of the solvent buyout market: insured and non-insured. By illustrating the changing nature of demand and supply through a comparison of the two types of buyouts, the paper further crystallized the role for solvent buyouts in the UK economy. While non-insured buyouts were the source of controversy, solvent buyouts of the insured variety saw their popularity spike in 2008.

The paper found the outlook for solvent buyouts to be mixed. Beyond the few transactions in 2007, the non-insured buyout market appears to be stillborn. However, the experimentation and innovation within the buyout market has continued apace, allowing for ongoing growth in insured buyouts. Indeed, phased buyouts, bulk transfers, partial-buyouts and especially buy-ins are all bespoke insured buyouts available to plan sponsors that help to circumvent the original insured limitations that led to the non-insured experiments.\(^{28}\) As such, while current market conditions are not favorable, the long-term prospects for insured buyouts are quite good. The increasing burden of the DB pension plan for plan sponsors seems to assure this market’s ongoing vibrancy.

Those concerned about the future of private DB pensions should therefore remain interested in the pension buyout market. In a sense, the rise of solvent buyouts is a direct response to the increasingly burdensome nature of DB pensions. So while US policymakers perceive buyouts to be a threat to the sustainability of DB pensions, these transactions are perhaps better viewed as an outgrowth of this larger problem.

Simply put, DB plan sponsors in both the UK and US are increasingly struggling to reconcile competitive pressures with the provision of DB pensions. In the UK, buyouts are an option for plan sponsors to manage this burden. In the US, policymakers remain wedded to the idea that DB pensions are salvageable, which narrows their appreciation of the utility of buyouts. However, the future prospects of plan sponsors with legacy DB liabilities are today tied to the health of their pension plan: a volatile, risky and costly obligation managed by individuals external to the

\(^{28}\) Indeed, the first ever £1 billion bulk annuity was actually a buy-in by Cable & Wireless.
firm (Monk, 2008). Viewed in this light, it is possible to see why solvent buyouts have become so popular in the UK and why US interest in such a market is on the rise.
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BOX 1: The Burden of DB Pensions

In interviews with DB stakeholders in the United Kingdom, the following five factors were cited most often as making DB pensions overly burdensome for plan sponsors:

**Regulation:** Since 1973, the UK has seen no less than 13 pension reforms that have changed existing legislation so as to make pension provision more costly. Whether it was through stricter funding rules, losing the dividend tax credit, adding indexation of benefits or through the creation of the Pension Protection Fund, the costs for plan sponsors over time have clearly gone up. In fact, many of our interlocutors not only saw the costs as going up, but they also suggested that the very nature of the pension liability had been unilaterally changed for firms. According to a UK government regulator, “it is simply a different promise than what it once was.” While the changing regulations may have resulted in a more secure benefit for those (lucky enough) to have a DB plan, it raised costs for plan sponsors to levels that were too high. This in turn drove non-provision. As Stickel and Tucker (2007) argued, the changing pension regulations were part of a “one-two punch that will likely continue the demise of traditional defined-benefit pension plans.” The other ‘punch’ is the change to accounting rules.

**Accounting:** International Accounting Standards 19 (IAS 19), which came into effect in 2005, specifies how pension liabilities should be recognized on company balance sheets. In particular, it calls on firms to account for assets according to their market value, while the liabilities are discounted using a market discount rate (AA-rated corporate bond yield). IAS 19 thus injects considerable volatility into corporate balance sheets, since the reported numbers are based on current market prices. Up until this change occurred, interviewees argued finance directors could simply ignore the size of their pension deficits. With “mark-to-market” accounting, they could no longer do so. Indeed, this shift in accounting practice is seen to impact equity values of plan sponsors (Coronado et al., 2008). The impact of mark-to-market pension accounting has even been linked with non-provision of DB plans (Dixon and Monk, 2009). As one of our interviewees put it, “Mark-to-market accounting is the single biggest driver for corporate financial directors to consider doing a buyout.”

**Longevity:** The obligation to pay a DB pension extends until the beneficiary dies. This leaves plan sponsors vulnerable to increases in longevity. If after making the pension promise, an employee lives longer than anticipated, the cost to the firm from offering this pension will increase. As such, estimates of mortality are crucial to avoid such unexpected future costs. Unfortunately, according to Antolin (2007, 6), “Past projections have consistently underestimated actual improvements in mortality rates and life expectancy.” Plan sponsors have thus born additional, unexpected costs. As one company executive noted, “Nobody said the defined benefit pension system was sustainable if people were retiring for one third of their lives.”

**Control:** The UK pension system is based on a model that places the scheme in the hands of trustees. While this is arguably a good thing, as it ensures the plan is managed in the interest of beneficiaries, it means that plan sponsors retain little influence over how the pension is managed. This lack of control is seen as a driver for pension freezes, closures and ultimately buyouts, as many finance directors are uncomfortable leaving such a large liability—oftentimes the firm’s biggest liability—in the hands of what one interviewee called “well-meaning amateurs.” Since the 2001
Myners Report, many have questioned the governance practices of UK pension plans. Indeed, the operations within some UK pension funds are viewed as not fit-for-purpose (Clark and Urwin, 2008). The practice of investment decision making within these trust institutions lacks, in many cases, coherence, consistency and professionalism (Clark, et al. 2006, 2007). Combining poor governance practices with the power of UK trustees reveals a dangerous situation for plan sponsors.

**Competition:** The above factors come together in such a way that pension plans have become considerable competitive burdens. For example, UK plan sponsors’ contributions to pension plans have more than doubled in the last decade alone. These pension costs and risks compound other competitive constraints by siphoning off cash that could be reinvested in the core operations of the business just at the moment when the company needs it most (Monk, 2008). Indeed, the nature of pension contributions is a vicious cycle; just when a company is least able to contribute to its pension funds, such as during market turmoil and economic recession, regulations call on these firms to make additional contributions to fill underfunding.30

---


30 Also, the aggregate funding position of UK private sector DB pension plans dropped by nearly 30 billion pounds in one month; between January and February 2009 (PPF, 2009).
BOX 2: The Path to Insured Buyout

The process to do a complete buyout on an insured basis is long; it can literally take years to get all the pieces in place. It requires the following steps:

i) Before a buyout transaction can take place, both the plan sponsors and the trustees must first agree that this is the appropriate action for this plan. Once this decision has been made, the employer and trustees appoint advisers that will guide them through the buyout process.31

ii) The next hurdle for a firm interested in doing a buyout is vetting the data. This step is crucial for evaluating the liability, which is in turn a fundamental component of pricing.32 Perhaps surprisingly, most DB plans in the UK do not have all of the data on-hand to do a buyout. As such, this requires compiling data on beneficiaries’ pensions, salaries, age, gender, location, and much more. This is one of the more time-consuming components of the buyout transaction.

iii) Once the data has been vetted and analyzed, the quotation process commences. Insurance companies will typically face a two stage quotation process. The initial quotation is used to weed out some insurers. The next stage is a guaranteed quotation, in which a hand-full of insurers will provide the actual price at which they would be willing to transact. After the final quotation is submitted, the finance director and trustees of the pension plan will deliberate. If a quotation is accepted, contractual negotiations are finalized and preparations for the asset transfer begin. As part of this step, the trustees will need to spend a lot of time conducting due diligence so as to determine the financial strength of the insurer (a step of considerable importance since the financial crisis began).

iv) Since all pension funds have varying characteristics, the transfer and transition of the plan’s assets and obligations is typically bespoke. This will thus include considerable communication with scheme members, taking over payroll, transferring the administration of the pension, and much more.

v) In order to complete an insured buyout, the trustees and the firm must receive statutory approval. Indeed, the trustees will seek a statutory discharge from any further liability under Section 74 of the Pensions Act 1995 (see de Ferrars, 2009). In short, the government has to accept that all of the appropriate steps have been taken and that the members’ benefits are secure.

31 These advisers will ensure that the insurance companies being considered for the buyout are sound, that the prices being quoted are reasonable and competitive, and that the insurance company grasps the nature of the liabilities it is taking over.

32 For example, the higher the average age of the participants, the less mortality risk and the lower the buyout premium charged.
BOX 3: Case Studies: Non-Insured Buyouts

The non-insured buyout market was not really a market at all; it is better described as a series of anecdotal, one-off transaction. Nonetheless, these transactions are relevant to the broader discussion of buyouts as their very existence reflects problems with insured buyouts. Moreover, unlike in the US, these transactions remain perfectly legal. So, it is important to understand where they come from and what they imply. The following cases illustrate the best and worst of non-insured buyouts. While the first three transactions of 2007 appeared sound (if nonetheless trickier than expected), the fourth transaction irreparably damaged the market.

Thorn: In its first non-insured buyout, PCI assumed control of the Thorn Group in June 2007. It was acquired from Terra Firma Capital Partners in a deal that brought Thorn’s £1.1 billion plan, with roughly 15 thousand former employees, over to PCI with the company. The profile of the pension plan and the sponsor fit PCI’s business model perfectly. However, this transaction, which was the first one of its kind, foreshadowed the problems that would later discredit the market. Specifically, Thorn’s original trustees retained control over the fund, which meant that PCI could not unilaterally impose sophisticated asset management strategies. However, this was a key part of PCI’s calculus. Nonetheless, the funding position of the pension plan did improve over time. So, despite having little control, things were still more or less going according to plan.

However, as the funding position of the plan improved, the Thorn Trustees, seeing an opportunity to eliminate the remaining uncertainty for its members, decided to trade up from the non-insured buyout to a fully insured buyout. In December 2008, Pension Insurance Corporation did the insured buyout as well.

This transaction illustrated the tension between the UK trustee model and the viability of non-insured buyouts. Ultimately, trustees run UK pension plans. As such, it can be difficult to change the internal operations or influence the behavior of the plan, which was a component of PCI’s business model. So when the trustees went looking to do an insured buyout, Pension Insurance Corporation was not given special treatment. To do otherwise would not have been in the interest of the beneficiaries. According to several interviewees, in order to win the business, PIC had to give up a portion of the surplus in the form of benefit increases to pensioners. This lowered the profit they made from the non-insured buyout.

Thresher: PCI acquired (also from Terra Firma Capital Partners) the wine retailer Threshers Group and its £63.1 million pension scheme, known as the First Quench Pension Scheme, in June 2007. In this deal, PCI did not make the mistake they made with Thorn. It moved quickly to appoint four new trustees to the scheme, all of whom were senior Pension Corporation partners, thereby giving more control over the operations of the pension. Concordantly, they implemented sophisticated asset liability management strategies, and the funding of the pension improved over time. Part of this improvement, however, was due to a surplus transfer of £32 million in cash from the Thresher balance sheet into an escrow account that underpinned the pension liabilities. Nonetheless, the Threshers pension continues to be sponsored by PCI and is generally seen to be doing well. Eventually, it is expected that this plan will be bought out on a fully insured basis.
**Thomson Regional Newspaper:** Citigroup purchased a Thomson subsidiary so as to take over Thomson’s £200 million plan. This deal was basically an accident of corporate history: Thomson was a very weak company with a very solid pension plan; a very uncommon combination. Citigroup did not sever the trusteeship in this case. So, the transaction was not seen to marginalize the covenant, trusteeship, or the security of beneficiaries. So, according to an interviewee within a UK regulator, there was a sense that this pension plan was seeing its security increase. In other words, this was ‘the model’ non-insured buyout. Nonetheless, while this specific case may have been an improvement for all stakeholders, such situations were seen to be extremely rare by the regulators interviewed.

**Telent:** Through a special purpose vehicle, PCI acquired Telent plc, which was a subsidiary of GEC (formerly Marconi), and its £3.5 billion pension fund in November 2007. GEC established a £500 million escrow account to backstop the pension liabilities after selling its main assets to Ericsson in 2006. This made the Telent scheme very appealing for a non-insured buyout, as sophisticated management could mean that a large portion of the surplus could come back to the acquirer. (With this amount of money, however, it wasn’t clear why the non-insured path was taken. Some suggested that speed, rather than price, was likely the reason.) PCI once again sought to place some of their own people on the Trustee Board. However, the existing trustees were very nervous, having reportedly been kept in the dark during the negotiations. As such, they put in a request to tPR to get involved so as to protect the interests of the plan members, which, in their opinion, were being compromised. tPR routinely tracks corporate transactions to ensure beneficiary welfare is not damaged in a merger or acquisition.

In the end, tPR took the unprecedented step of appointing three independent trustees to the Telent Pension Scheme. This put a serious damper on PCI’s intentions. In fact, this specific deal was cited by many interviewees as marking the end of the non-insured buyout market in the UK. After this buyout, tPR was granted stronger powers to ensure that such transactions comply with existing laws.
Hybrid buyouts, known as ‘bulk transfers,’ are transactions in which “…the pension scheme’s liabilities are transferred to a new pension arrangement operated by the insurer prior to being bought out [with an insured transaction]” (Jones, et al., 2008, 21). The following two transactions are representative of bulk transfers:

**Emap:** In November of 2007, Paternoster agreed to a full buyout of Emap’s two pension schemes, the Emap Earnings Related Pension Plan and the Scottish Radio Holdings Pension Scheme, which were worth roughly £170 million. The deal needed to be done quickly, so that Emap could sell off various business operations without having to worry about the underlying pension plan. As such, it used an immediate transfer of the pension plan that was nonetheless backstopped by an insurance agreement. Emap achieved a full break with its schemes, and Paternoster took on not only the responsibility for paying the pensions but also winding-up the plan as its new sponsor. In effect, Paternoster assumed the data risk. For this transaction, Emap paid a £40 million premium to Paternoster.

**Rank:** In February of 2008, Rothesay Life, a subsidiary of Goldman Sachs, agreed to do a buyout with Rank. The plan had roughly 19 thousand members and was worth £700 million. All the accrued pension benefits were transferred to an insured arrangement. However, this was not a traditional buyout, as the transfer was first achieved by moving all the assets and accrued liabilities to a new pension scheme sponsored by Goldman Sachs under the proviso that the liabilities would be secured by Goldman’s FSA approved insurer.

In both of the cases above, the liabilities were secured with insurance contracts. However, the plan was transferred from one sponsor to another so as to afford the original plan sponsor a bit more flexibility in the transaction. This kept the pension plan under pension regulations until such a time as the new plan sponsor could get all the pieces in place so as to meet the statutory requirements of an insured buyout.
Appendix: Details on Qualitative Methods

As noted in the paper, this research adopts a multi-method approach grounded in qualitative, interview-based techniques and case studies. This approach is appropriate for this paper because its objective is to describe and conceptualize a new market—that of pension buyouts—and its agents (Useem, 1995; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Facing a dearth of quantitative data, a qualitative investigation into the characteristics of new markets is warranted. Indeed, other published work on new markets has adopted this methodology (see Monk, 2009). Notably, the GAO (2009) also adopted a similar method for its research project on the buyout market.

More specifically, the paper uses a variety of sources of information to ‘map out’ the current buyout market and make predictions about its future prospects. It draws data from semi-structured interviews, primary accounts of the market by insiders, corporate and regulatory filings, and secondary sources. In a sense, this method allows the researcher to operate ‘from below’, linking institutional and local information collected through field work with larger stylized facts and conceptual frameworks available in other sources.

It is important to acknowledge that this type of research has drawbacks. While in-situ research is an important tool for illuminating certain new or hard-to-quantify subjects, opinions and past experiences of individuals, as noted by Useem (1995), are not ideal representations of actions or facts. To address this issue, the interview findings in this paper were cross-checked with other situated accounts and empirical data through a process known as “triangulation” (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Indeed, this research achieves rigor through the application of Denzin’s (1970) notion of triangulation with respect to sources and methods. By taking a holistic approach to all of the individuals’ responses, one can reach a consensus that is distanced from personal accounts and anecdotes.

As such, this paper serves to complement the standard economics research traditionally of interest to the Social Security Administration. While its methods may constrain strong causality claims about bulk buyouts and their impact on DB pension stakeholders, as might be done through econometric analysis, it offers unique insights into the development of this new economic space and the actors populating it. Moreover, at this stage there is no other alternative: rigorous quantitative methods are premature, as the market under consideration is too new and the required data unavailable. As Davies (2001) notes, elite interviews are crucial for research projects where there is a shortage of quantitative data.

Given the reliance on interviews, some additional explanation is required. Specifically, some information on the sampling of the target population, the coding and analysis of

---

33 As Susan Helper (2000 p.229) noted in the American Economic Review, “…fieldwork offers a new source of inspiration, one that is complementary to more conventional [economics] methods.” Martin Feldstein (2000) also argued that fieldwork and qualitative research, which are standard practice for other disciplines, should be used by more economists: “…we rarely go and look and ask. I think that is a pity. Looking and asking provide insights and suggest hypotheses -- and can shoot-down wrong ideas -- in ways that go beyond introspection and reading.” (see: http://www.nber.org/sloan/AEaintro.html.)
the qualitative data, and the predetermined questions that served to guide the interviews is warranted:

**Sampling:** As Aberbach and Rockman (2002, 673) have noted, “In a case study, respondents are selected on the basis of what they might know to help the investigator fill in pieces of a puzzle or confirm the proper alignment of pieces already in place.” For this project, the target population that could fulfil this need was small. Therefore constructing the sampling frame was straightforward, as it included the major stakeholders involved in the buyout market, such as financial services companies who provide buyouts, policymakers and regulators, policy analysts and lobbyists, pension consultants, business executives and legal experts familiar with the buyout market in the United Kingdom and/or the United States. Specifically, I use two types of non-probability sampling: “Purposive Sampling” and “Chain-referral Sampling” (Tansey, 2007). In the end, interviews were conducted only with those individuals that could provide expert testimony on buyouts as well as speak for the organization they represent (even if their insights were always provided on a not-for-attribution basis).\(^{34}\)

In order to ensure that interviewees were appropriately knowledgeable, I tested each individual with a series of control questions on the specific topic for which they were being interviewed. (In some cases, however, this was unnecessary, as I was speaking directly with an individual that was widely known to be “expert”.) Because interviewees were not bound to objectivity, I sought out a wide range of stakeholders to ensure that all views and opinions were accounted for; these differing opinions and views were reconciled during the coding and analysis phase of the research.

**Coding:** For this project, the interview data underwent three phases of coding and analysis. In the first phase, I coded and sorted the qualitative data according to topic and keyword. Next, I re-coded the data so as to flag emerging themes. In this second phase, interview evidence was cross-checked against other interviewees and sources so as to ensure reliability of conclusions. Any new conclusions or themes that emerged from interviews alone (i.e. not verifiable through other sources of information) were followed up with additional interview corroboration to confirm their inclusion in the paper (as per Davies, 2001). In the third phase, I reformulated the concepts and themes into a coherent narrative by arranging them in paper sections. Finally, once the paper was completed, I came back to certain knowledgeable interviewees for comment. These comments were then worked into the paper.

**Interview Guide:** I provided the following to each interviewee before our meeting. The “case study questions” subsequently served to facilitate the initial coding of interview evidence into topics:

\(^{34}\) Where specific quotations are used to illustrate a point of view or provide insights into an organization’s operations, I take pains to ensure anonymity.
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